BUNDLE OPTIONS AND PRICES
OFFERS

Creative Jump Start

Innovative Teams Debrief

Facilitated Culture
Transformation

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

Materials and instructions for 3 boxes
(once every 4 months) for a team of 4.
The creative process session
(diverge & converge) is facilitated by you.
+
You will have access to videos
explaining tools

“Creative Jump Start”
+
Four (4)* psychometric assessments on thinking
preferences (FourSight) and a debrief by certified
facilitator
(assessments + 2-hour session)

Same as “Innovative Teams Debrief”
+
Three mastermind sessions
(90 minutes each) to guide
your year-long
transformational culture

DHS 2,600
(USD $715 /| CAD $950)
Shipping (3 packs) included.

DHS 3,480
(USD $955 /| CAD $1,270)
Shipping (3 packs) included.

DHS 8,480
(USD $2,315 /| CAD $3,100)
Shipping (3 packs) included.

PRICE OPTION

Access to video tips and creative tools
inside each box to complement and enhance
understanding of your team’s thinking
preferences.

ADDED VALUE

Access to video tips and add-on
exercise ideas for each innovation
strategic planning workshop lead by you.

A complementary debrief session (valued
at DHS 7,300 (USD $ 2000 / CAD $2,680)
explaining the results
of team’s profiles
*Additional assessments for
USD $65 each

RESULTS

www.sajory.com

Get started on a new path to facilitating
organizational creativity with your team.
Enhance and structure regular
innovation strategy planning sessions.

Have a better understanding of
what makes an innovative team excel.
Change the way you work together,
generate ideas, and make decisions
to build on each other’s creative strengths.

Video tips and IMAGINESS
creative tools, supported by team’s
understanding of their FourSight
profiles to be followed by 3* facilitated
sessions, scheduled at your own time
throughout the year, to support
your innovative culture transformation.
*Mastermind sessions on their
own are valued at DHS 2500
each (US $680 | CAD $912)

Expert guidance for your team
on how to use creativity every day
to transform specific projects of your choice,
within your steadily
improving innovative culture.
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